FAMILY HANDBOOK

Principals Welcome
I warmly welcome you to Star of the Sea Catholic School community. Our parish has a dream that the star of the Sea
community will become a leading parish in the Archdiocese, a Jewel by the Bay. With the support of parents, staff,
students, parishioners and community members, I believe that Star of the Sea Catholic School will be a shining light in
the Bay.
Our aim is to build a nurturing, inclusive and family-oriented school that will unite faith, learning and culture in harmony.
We will strive for excellence and will provide a child centred and innovative curriculum. We are fortunate to be situated
overlooking Moreton Bay and Stradbroke Island.
Literacy and Numeracy programs will be embedded in cutting edge technologies that will ensure that your children are
well-equipped to live and work in the twenty-first century.
Not only will we be promoting lifelong, independent and responsible learning we will also be encouraging openness and
understanding of all faiths and cultures and in particular Catholic spirituality and Aboriginal spirituality.
There is much to enjoy in my role as Principal of Star of the Sea but I particularly enjoy meeting and talking with parents
and guardians as you make these very important decisions about the educational life of your children.

Our Mission and Vision
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Our School Vision Promotes 7 Principles for Learning:
Our 7 Principals for Learning are based on our values and beliefs about how children learn to
be successful:
1. A focus on the whole person whose individuality is respected, affirmed and valued.
2. Innovative pedagogical practices based on current research in which Information and Communication Technologies
are embedded.
3. An active, inquiry approach to learning which fosters enjoyment, engagement and responsibility, as students develop
the skills of independent, creative, critical and self-reflective life-long learners.
4. Learning environments which are challenging, supportive, hope-filled and flexible, which engage students in
purposeful learning.
5. Curriculum will be implemented based on the Australian Curriculum, Queensland Studies Authority syllabus
documents and best practice with a futures perspective.
6. A collaborative approach to learning grounded in quality relationships amongst all members of the school, parish and
wider community.
7. Staff professionalism modelled on Jesus, the teacher, and characterised by continuous collaborative learning and
self-reflection

Our Patron Saint
The Star of the Sea – is one of the most ancient titles of Our Lady, going back to St Jerome and the earliest
centuries. The stars were used, and still are, as a guide to safety. Sailors called a compass ‘star of the sea’
because it was shaped like a star.
The sea covers all the earth and symbolizes all the people of the earth. Our Lady was therefore identified
from the very earliest days of the church as the guiding light to her son Jesus.
Therefore, it is fitting that Star of the Sea Catholic Primary School, which is situated within the oldest parish
in Queensland and on the edge of Moreton Bay, should be so named.

Our Emblem
The concept of the school logo came from an aboriginal design plate made by Kathy Jauncey.
This is the story behind our logo:
“The design is based on both my Catholic upbringing and being an indigenous woman. I believe
everyone has a spiritual core (whether they know it or not) and this is represented by the spiritual
figure in the middle of the design.
The three circles (yellow dot surrounded by the white ones) represent the Trinity (Catholic) but also
sea, earth and air (Indigenous).
The wavy lines between the four symbols represent the interconnectedness of things both spiritual and environmental,
with the waviness adding the emphasis of the importance of water to our Stradbroke Island culture.
The dotted line across the design delineates the land from the air. The spiritual being is firmly ‘rooted’ in the land, being
strengthened by it – trying to show that our connectedness to nature builds and supports our spiritual being”.

Our Motto
Christ Lighting Our Way
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Our School Song
Stella Maris
God knows our teachers here, will help us understand,
He knows how hard we strive, to do the very best we can.
Our hopes and dreams rely, on what we learn right now,
We trust in those who guide, our journey on this land.
Ooh ooh, Quandamooka land, ooh ooh ooh ooh ooh.
The wind and waves may rise, try and toss us to the shore,
We’ll look to the guiding light for security and hope.
This time won’t pass us by, we have a course and plan,
Our future’s looking bright, together hand in hand.
It’s all about Faith, Hope, Love and Family,
Peace, Joy, the Holy Trinity,
At the Star of the Sea.
Mother Mary Star of the Sea,
Shine your light, Shine on me,
From Stradbroke across the bay,
Shine your light, Shine on me.
Like a lighthouse guiding our way,
Shine, shine, on me.
We all believe in you,
Christ lights our way,
We all believe it’s true,
Christ lights our way.
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School Details
Principal:

Lagi Aukusitino

Parish Priest:

Father Rony Kalapurachal

Office Hours: 8:00 am – 3:30 pm
All visitors are to report to Administration on arrival
Street Address
53 Passage Street
Cleveland QLD 4163

Postal Address
PO Box 1867
Cleveland QLD 4163

Phone: (07) 3286 2377
Email: pcleveland@bne.catholic.edu.au
Web: www.staroftheseacleveland.qld.edu.au

Our Location

Term Dates - 2022
Semester 1
Supervision for children of essential workers: 25 January – 4 February (2 weeks)
Term 1
07 February - 01 April
(08 weeks)
Term 2
19 April - 24 June
(10 weeks)

Semester 2
Term 3
Term 4
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11 July - 16 September
04 October - 02 December - 12 noon

(10 weeks)
(09 weeks)
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Our Staff
School Leadership Team
Principal
Assistant Principal Religious Education
Primary Learning Leader

Lagi Aukusitino
Nicholas Cotter
Sarah Gibbs (Mon-Wed)

Classroom Teachers
Prep 0A
Prep 0B
Year 1A
Year 1B
Year 2A
Year 3/4A
Year 3/4B
Year 5/6A
Year 5/6B
Year 5/6C

Zoe Dengate
Nicole Cantwell
Erin Hardy
Jessica Acret
Joanna Lomas (Mon-Wed) Allison Price (Thurs-Fri)
Hannah Kennings
Kelsey Thompson
Louise McLucas
Nicole Clough
Bridie Taylor

Inclusive Education Staff
Support Teacher Inclusive
Guidance Counsellor

Tanya Porter
TBC

Specialist Teaching Staff
EAL/D
Instrumental Music
Music
Physical Education
STEM
LOTE Teacher -Japanese

TBC
David & Kathleen Smith (User pay program)
Rebecca Newman (Prep – Year 6)
Nicholas Cotter (Prep – Year 6)
Sarah Gibbs (Prep – Year 6)
Amy Flynn (Years 3-6)

Administrative Staff
School Secretary / Enrolments
School Secretary
Finance Secretary
Work Health & Safety

Jenny Sharp (Mon-Wed)
Nina Rose (Thur-Fri)
Megan Colter
Kaylene Cooper

School Officers
Kathy Clark
Anna Gregori
Cheryl Hart
Annabelle Hazelton
Amanda Cutlack

Janine Neumann
Lisa Sticher
Terry Larsen
Elle Nelson

Groundsman

Chris Larsen

Maintenance and Grounds Keeping
Our school has a maintenance register on the staff portal. All identified maintenance tasks are to be recorded by staff on
this maintenance register. The portal is monitored by the WHSO with tasks being allocated to relevant contractors or
groundsman for action.
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Outside School Hours Care
Out of Hours School Care is available at Star of the Sea Primary School both before and after school.
Outside School Hours Care operates on the school site and is in the Multipurpose Room next to the Year 1 learning area.
This is a wonderful service for our families and is operated by Centre Care Child Care Services.
Access to this service is via contact with the Co-ordinator, Mrs Kelly Melai, on 0477 551 066 or email
clevelandldc@catholicearlyedcare.qld.edu.au

Religion
At Star of the Sea, the Vision for Religious Education is the centre of our focus.
The schools and colleges of the Archdiocese of Brisbane aspire to educate and form students who are challenged to live
the gospel of Jesus Christ and who are literate in the Catholic and broader Christian tradition so that they might participate
critically and authentically in faith contexts and wider society (‘Shape of Religious Education’ 2013).
There are two distinct dimensions to Religious Education; there is the classroom teaching of the learning area, Religion,
and there is the faith development that is encouraged through the Religious Life of the School. These two dimensions
complement each other.

Religious Life of the School
The first dimension of Religious Education is the Religious Life of the School. Students participate in a variety of focused
activities, based around four main organisers:
• Religious Identity and Culture
• Evangelisation and Faith Formation
• Prayer and Worship
• Social Action and Justice
These assist students to put into everyday action the topics they learn about in the classroom.
The following are components to the Religious Life of the School:

Anointing Mass
Anointing Mass is celebrated at 9.15 on the first Thursday of the month in our Star of the Sea Church. Year 3 – 6 classes
are rostered on throughout the year. The students sit with parishioners and this helps to develop positive relationships
and connections with the wider community.

Class Liturgies
Each of our classes has one celebration each term. Prep to Year 2 celebrate with a Liturgy of the Word and our Year 3 –
6 classes celebrate at the Parish Mass on Thursdays at 9.15am. Year 3 - 6 celebrate Reconciliation as their Term 3 liturgy.
After each celebration parents and parishioners are invited to join the students for a shared morning tea. Our teachers
and students create a celebration linked to the unit they are exploring in Religion at the time. Students are active
participants responsible for the readings, songs and offertory procession.

Fr Ashley Class Visits
Each class invites Fr Ashley to discuss a relevant aspect of the RE Curriculum or the Liturgical Calendar at least once each
term. The students have the opportunity to ask questions and make connections with our Parish Priest, who is a valuable
member of our school community.

Lighthouse Keeper’s Projects
All aspects of fundraising and service fit under the umbrella of our 'Lighthouse Keeper's Projects'. Each class organises
one act of service or fundraising project per year. This project is linked to the Religion curriculum where possible.
Examples of Lighthouse Keeper's Projects include St Vincent de Paul Christmas Appeal, RSPCA cupcake Day, Fiji Friday,
Christmas Carols at Mandalay Aged Care Facility, Church Cleaning and creating a garden for Fr Ashley.
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Meditation
Each class participates in Christian Meditation daily. The timeframe is approximately one year of meditation for each year
of age. eg students who are 6 years of age should work up to 6 minutes of meditation. Each term has a meditation theme
that links with our charism and teachers select an instrumental music piece to match the theme. Suggested mantras that
match the theme are provided by the APRE.
• Term One - Jesus
• Term Two - Sea
• Term Three - Mary
• Term Four – Stars

Prayer Table
A prayer space is set up in each learning area. The prayer space reflects the liturgical season and where possible links to
the curriculum content. For example, when learning about Mary symbols such as Rosary Beads and Marian books and
prayers are displayed.

Sacramental Program
The school supports the Parish Sacramental Program. The APRE is a member of the Sacramental Team and attends all
parent meetings and celebrations.

School Sponsored Weekend Parish Masses
Year levels combine to sponsor one weekend Mass each year. Students lead the Readings and Songs, Offertory
Procession, Prayers of the Faithful and Thanksgiving for these Masses. We often select significant events in the Church
or calendar year to base our celebrations on, such as Mother’s Day, Father’s Day, Palm Sunday, Remembrance Day. A
cuppa is organised after the Sunday morning Mass and it's a lovely opportunity for our students, staff, parents and
parishioners to get to know each other.

Staff Prayer
Each staff member prepares a prayer experience at least once each term. This may be done individually or in pairs. Staff
Prayer is at 8.30am on Tuesdays. Staff create a prayer space on the staffroom table using symbols linked to the theme of
the prayer. This remains for the week and becomes our sacred space.

Whole School Celebrations
Whole School Masses are organised to celebrate the Opening and Closing of the school year, Ash Wednesday and
Foundation Day. The APRE coordinates these celebrations and each class has a role to play. Holy Week, Easter and
Christmas are also whole school celebrations. Our Foundation Day Mass is celebrated on the Friday closest to the Feast
of the Assumption. Parents and Parishioners also join us for this day.

Religion Curriculum
The second dimension of Religious Education is the teaching of Religion.
It is structured through the use of the Religion Curriculum P-12, Archdiocese of Brisbane. Teachers use a range of
strategies and resources to engage the students with the content of the curriculum.
Catholic schools have extra time allocated for the teaching of Religion. This is 2.5 hours per week in addition to the time
allocated to other learning areas which is similar to government schools.
It is organised according to the following strands:
•

•
•

Sacred Texts - This strand explores the ongoing loving relationship of God with all of creation. Students are
challenged to see that they are a part of this story by deepening their awareness of these sacred texts and
discovering how they provide inspiration, guidance and strength for their own lives.
Church - This strand explores the Church as both human community and spiritual community, past and present,
and how the Church is called and challenged to express the continuing presence of Jesus Christ in the world.
Beliefs - This strand explores foundational Catholic Christian beliefs and teachings and how these have found
expression over time. Other major religions are also explored.
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•

Christian Life - This strand explores the foundations for Christian moral living, how this is expressed through
action for justice, and ways in which morality supports the lives of believers. Students are challenged to make life
giving choices for themselves and others and to respectfully participate in a variety of prayer experiences (2013).

Planning in RE
The APRE and PLL plan with teachers at least once each term to brainstorm knowledge, understanding and skills from the
Religion Curriculum. Teachers use the RE Planning Checklist to ensure all relevant components are covered, including the
Line of Sight, Scope and Sequence, Unit Planner, Assessment and Moderation. Teachers share planning with parents in a
number of ways throughout the year including through our Parent Portal, School Newsletter, Parent Teacher Interviews,
Assemblies, Celebrations of Learning and Showcases.

Processes supporting Teacher Consistency of Judgement
Teachers participate in moderation both with teachers from our own school and also teachers from neighbouring schools
to ensure that assessment and marking is fair and consistent.

Vision for Learning for the 21st Century
Our Vision for Learning encapsulates the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Principles of Learning
Pedagogical Practice
Organisational Structures
Physical Environment
Assessment
Brisbane Catholic Education’s Learning Framework
Melbourne’s Declaration on Educational Goals for Young Australians
1. Australian schools promote equity and excellence
2. All young Australians become:
− Successful learners
− Confident and creative individuals
− Active and informed citizens
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Discover Learning and Teaching at SOTS
An Overview: Our pedagogy – Our beliefs – Our way
At Star of the Sea School, the BCE Learning and Teaching Framework and Model of Pedagogy are adopted
school wide.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

This supports a common language about pedagogy, and a shared understanding of learning, leading, engaging
and teaching with evidence-based expected and effective practices:
High yield strategies (data walls, review and response, and learning walks) and expected and effective practice
for teaching literacy and numeracy are used as a whole school approach to lead learning.
Teachers collaborate in a team teaching environment to differentiate learning for all students.
Data is used to inform learning and teaching; supporting precision pedagogy for our students and to identify the
impact of learning and teaching practice.
We refer to the Australian Curriculum and Brisbane Religious Curriculum to make relevant program choices for
our students.
As teachers, we make the learning clear through the explicit unpacking of the learning intentions and success
criteria in order for students to know what they are learning and why.
Our feedback to students relates to the learning intentions and success criteria and where possible to their own
individual goal, as outlined in their learning progression. Learning Progressions are sent home each term to
provide feedback to parents on their child’s learning in reading and writing.
Teachers plan, evaluate and assess the whole child looking at various ways to adapt the assessment expectations
in order for all students to achieve.
Reporting to parents via parent interviews and report cards occurs twice yearly with samples of student work
and other examples used as a body of evidence to support student progress and achievement.
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Australian Curriculum
Star of the Sea Primary School implements the Australian Government mandated Australian Curriculum for Prep – Year
6. The curriculum emphasises the importance of knowledge, understanding and skills in all subject areas, General
Capabilities and Cross-curriculum Priorities, as the basis for a curriculum designed to support 21st century learning.
The Australian Curriculum describes a learning entitlement for each Australian student that provides foundations for
successful, lifelong learning and participation in the Australian community. It acknowledges that the needs and interests
of students will vary, and that schools and teachers plan from the curriculum in ways that respond to those needs and
interests.
The Australian Curriculum sets out what all young people should be taught through the specification of curriculum
content and the learning expected at points in their schooling through the specification of Achievement Standards
(Australian Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting Authority, 2011). Please visit www.acara.edu.au for any further
information.
All Australian Curriculum subjects have been implemented into student learning at Star of the Sea Primary School.
- Religion
- Mathematics
- English
- Science
- Humanities and Social Science (HASS): Geography; History; Citizenship Education
- The Arts: Visual Arts; Drama; Dance; Media Arts; Music
- Health and Physical Education
- Technologies: Digital and Design Technologies
- Languages: Japanese Years 3, 4, 5 and 6)
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Learning at Star of the Sea Primary School
At Star of Sea, teachers use the Australian Curriculum to plan learning and teaching experiences for students in year levels
from Prep to Year 6. Subject areas are connected where possible, with a focus on literacy and numeracy as the main
subject areas covered with 1.5 hours (literacy) a day and 1 hour (numeracy) per day.
Teachers are expected to look at the General Capabilities when planning to ensure these skills are being covered.
The Cross Curriculum Priorities were three main areas outlined in the Melbourne Declaration as areas that need to be
addressed to benefit all Australian individuals and our country as a whole. These areas of Sustainability, Asia and
Australia’s engagement with Asia and Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Cultures and Histories. These CCP’s are
outlined and identified in the learning areas of the curriculum and it’s important for these to be identified and
acknowledged in the planning cycle.

Learning Intentions and Success Criteria
Our learning needs to be visible, to teachers, parents and to the student
themselves. When teachers plan lessons, they do so around an intent
for learning and teaching. At Star of the Sea, teachers communicate this
intent before each lesson to ensure students know what they are
learning and why. They do this by displaying the Learning Intention and
Success Criteria on the board, as well as unpacking what this means and
should look like for the students to be successful.

Learning Intention
Learning Intentions are descriptions of what learners should know,
understand and be able to do by the end of a lesson or unit of work. Learning intentions are the basis for tracking student
progress, providing feedback and assessing achievement. In addition to learning intentions, students may also have
individual learning goals that they address in their learning. An example of this might be:
Eg: In English today, we are learning to identify adjectives in a fiction text.

Success Criteria
For students to be successful, teachers explain (or ask students to help create) success criteria to refer to. Success criteria
enables students to check their work against a model for success. It also gives students content language and ideas so
that they can begin their task more independently. An example of this might be:
Eg: In English today, I will know if I am successful when I can:
• explain to a friend what an adjective is
• identify an adjective (or many) in the story we read today
• substitute an adjective with a word that means the opposite in the text
Teachers will use this language to ensure students are on track, to reflect on their work and to provide meaningful
feedback. For example: “I can see here you have identified an adjective and you can tell me what an adjective is, what
else did you need to do today, to be successful?”

Learning Walks and Talks
Across all Catholic Schools, there is a focus on ‘Visible Learning’. Teachers and Leadership staff work to ensure students
understand what they are learning and how they can work towards their personal learning goals. Staff regularly conduct
‘Learning Walks and Talks’ throughout the week.
A ‘Learning Walk and Talk’ is when Teaching and/or Leadership staff enter a space and without disturbing the learning
they chat students about their learning. They use this time to find out about what they are learning and if they know they
are successful. They use five key questions and record their responses. These responses provide staff with feedback in
relation to teacher delivery of the Learning Intentions and Success Criteria and a student’s ability to apply their knowledge
to the task at hand.
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The five key questions are:
What are you learning?
How are you going with that learning?
How do you know?
How can you improve?
What do you do when you need help?

Learning Progressions
Learning Progressions provide an individualised snap shot of each student’s skills within the area of literacy, with a focus
each term on either reading or writing. Teachers complete a learning progression for each student to gather data on their
current ability. During Wrap Chats, teachers work with the PLL and use this data to set individual student goals and plan
for future learning and teaching experiences that will help students meet their targeted goals. Learning Progressions are
sent home to parents each term to provide information to help them to support their child at home and identify an area
within reading or writing that they are currently working towards.
At the end of the term, teachers re-assess each student in regards to their Learning Progression goal(s). They analyse this
data and share the progress with each child and their family. This process really allows the teachers to know every child
in their class; what they can do and what they need to do next to improve their learning. And it also gives the students
clear, specific steps to what the next steps are in their learning journey.

Literacy Blocks
At Star of the Sea, teachers are required to timetable a
daily, uninterrupted block of time focused entirely on
English and literacy instruction. This is known in each
learning area as a Literacy Block.
Literacy blocks happen in each year level, each day and
teachers must incorporate the following components into their daily Literacy Block:
• reading
• writing
• spelling/phonics
• oral language.
The Literacy Block aims to provide daily participation in literacy learning activities, explicit instruction of English skills and
strategies, opportunities for the differentiation of literacy instruction based on student data and goal setting, as well as
the creation of routines that support independent student learning.
Teachers often commence with the explicit teaching of a concept and then encompass a follow up of small group activities
to support this. One of the essential components of literacy blocks at Star of the Sea is the shared and guided reading
practice which occurs daily. This allows for teachers to explicitly demonstrate positive reading behaviours and listen to
children read to assist in their comprehension and decoding strategies.

Numeracy Blocks
Numeracy blocks are daily experiences to support numeracy skills. Like, literacy blocks, these also occur every day in every
year level. The small group activities that support the concept or skill for the week, allow students the opportunity to gain
teacher support whilst working in small groups. There are also opportunities for peer tutoring and working independently.
Small group activities allow for teachers to provide students with enough hands-on materials and/or tools to problem
solve.
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Monitoring Tools
The Brisbane Catholic Education (BCE) Literacy monitoring tools measure and monitor individual progress in an ongoing
manner in order to identify, monitor and respond across various stages of learning. Each term, teachers must assess all
students with the necessary monitoring tool and enter results into the BI tool. This data is then used by teachers to
support targeted planning for the literacy development of each student.
The BCE Monitoring Tools for each year level include:
• Prep: Concepts about Print, Sound and Letter Knowledge, PM Benchmark
• Years 1 – 3: PM Benchmarks
• Years 3 – 6: Writing Analysis, Pat-R
• Years 3 and 5: Naplan
Early analysis of reading readiness (Concepts about Print; Letter-Sound knowledge) supports teachers to identify
knowledge and skills that meet the needs of our learners when planning and teaching the curriculum learning
intentions.
The Reading journey (PM Benchmark) focusses on the fundamentals to the development of reading and meaning
making are phrasing, fluency and the use of contextual, semantic, grammatical and phonic knowledge.
The Reading Writing Connection (PAT-R; Writing analysis tool) reinforces the notion that reading and writing rely on
similar cognitive processes. Combining the explicit teaching of reading and writing results increases literacy levels of
students.

Our Approach to Reading
If there is one defining message that we would love all families to receive from our Home Reading Program and school
library, is that reading, and love of reading, begins at home. Reading to your child is incredibly important, so finding that
small amount of time each day to spend with a text, and your child, will make a huge difference to the way they perceive
reading, and their love of literature. There are two types of books that your child may bring home:
1. Library Books: Our library is dedicated to fostering a love of reading and learning. We strive to provide
activities and resources that will support students and staff to become effective and discriminating life -long
users of information. Our focus is on reading both for pleasure and information. We encourage all students
to borrow from our School Library every week.
We maintain a balanced and current collection with a diverse range of materials which meet the learning needs
of our staff and students. Our books are carefully selected to meet students reading interests and abilities. The
curriculum is supported through the purchase of materials in a variety of formats and linked to specific skill
acquisition for students identified within the Australian Curriculum.
ALL students MUST have a SOTS satchel to borrow texts. If you have misplaced your satchel, or require a new
one, please order one through the office. Satchels ensure that our texts are kept in good condition, and are not
lost on the journey between school and home. Prep students and students new to the school, will receive a red
satchel in the first few weeks of school.
2. Home Readers (lower year levels) - In the spirit of differentiating the Curriculum for individual student needs
and supporting students in learning to read, Home Readers will be sent home weekly to ensure students are
reading texts at their ability, as well as for enjoyment. Students will receive several home readers in their
homework folder each week. Students will only receive new readers once they have returned the previous
weeks home readers.

Assessment at SOTS
At Star of the Sea School, the students are assessed in a variety of ways to ensure they have every opportunity to provide
evidence of success and progress in all subject areas. This also ensures that students with specific learning needs or
preferred skills have the opportunity to experience success.
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Star of the Sea School has developed an Assessment Schedule that allows teachers to administer standardised tests for
all students, at specific times of the year. These tests are one tool in assisting teachers in understanding the learning
needs of their students. The results of these tests are used to map student development and provide longitudinal data
on student achievement and progression.
Along with monitoring tools, Star of the Sea School prides itself on the many multimodal assessment tools teachers use
on a daily basis. Your child’s learning progress and achievements will be observed using the following tools:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Daily writing tasks
Daily Guided and Shared Reading sessions
Audio records
Filming
Oral Presentations
Hands-on constructions
Mathematics manipulation activities
IWB interactive assessments
Collaborative activities
Online Tasks
App Tasks
Digital constructions and collaborations
Quizzes
Research assignments

Reporting at SOTS:
A report card is a summary of your child’s learning across the whole semester (Term1 and Term 2). It is a summary of
what your child’s learning capabilities are ‘most like’ at this point in time. The report card aims to provide you with
information about areas your child is doing well in, and areas your child needs support.
At the end of Semester 1 and 2, students receive a paper hard-copy report that details a student’s learning throughout
each semester. This report is a Brisbane Catholic Education report that is used by Brisbane Catholic Education schools,
and hence, has the ability to be linked to data analysis tools, and student movement within the system. Star of the Sea
School staff have always worked within the guidelines of ACARA, when assessing and reporting on students’ progress and
development. With the implementation of all Australian Curriculum documents, our staff have undergone professional
development to ensure that all assessment and reporting is in line with the philosophy and purpose of the Australian
Curriculum.
Each student’s achievement is indicated using a five-point scale. The language of this achievement reflects their
achievement of the year level standards for each subject area.
Achievement Indicators

Student Achievement

WA
AE
EX
BE
WB

Well above the expected standard.
Above the expected standard.
At the expected standard.
Below the expected standard.
Well below the expected standard.

Report Cards are a great summary of your child’s work over a period of six months. They contain a wealth of information
but are sometimes challenging to understand. Besides the achievement mark, teachers give a grade for ‘effort’ for each
subject area. These look like:
C
G
S
R

Consistently
Generally
Sometimes
Rarely
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When deciding on a mark for effort a teacher usually considers the behaviours displayed by the student as they engage
with each subject. Some students have a preference for particular subjects and so find it easier to apply themselves to
the learning opportunities and tasks provided. Some children find difficulty with particular types of activities such as
working in a group. Behaviours which promote learning are developed over the years just as children develop their
content knowledge. Learning to listen and follow increasingly complex directions, choosing a positive attitude and staying
focused on the job to be done, starting and finishing a task within a set time frame, being organised, being an active
participant in discussions and group activities, asking for help or feedback and reflecting on one’s work are all skills which
contribute to the “effort” grade a student receives.
Report cards are now made available on the Parent Portal during the last week of Semester One and Semester Two.
Parents will need a login to access these. Dates and times of when report cards will be accessible on the Parent Portal
will be advised in our school newsletter and by email.

Student Assessment Portfolios– Supporting documents to the Report Card
Student Assessment Portfolios are folders that contain samples of work and assessments across main subject areas that
support the judgments made for reporting. They contain samples of work that demonstrate your child’s ability to meet
benchmark expectations across a number of curriculum areas.
Each subject has a standard of achievement that each student is supported to meet.
Within this standard, are a number of descriptors that detail the information your child
is to acquire. You will see comments and benchmarks given against criteria and this will
enable you to see how your child is progressing.
Student Assessment Portfolios are sent home at the end of Semester 1 for parents and
students to go through. This is an opportunity for parents and children to look at each
work sample, and to have constructive conversations regarding their child’s learning,
areas of growth and what they can do to improve their work.
At Star of the Sea, we use the feedback strategy, 2 Stars and a Wish. This is a great tool
to use as a guide when having these conversations. (Please see diagram for examples
of how to use this strategy at home)
At the beginning of Semester 2, the Student Assessment Portfolios are to be returned to school so that teachers can
collect and add more work samples. At the end of the year, students take home their portfolio to keep as a record of
their learning for that year.

Celebration of Learning
Celebrations of Learning is held in the last week of each term on the Wednesday. They are more than a display of student
work and more than a party at the end of the term. The event compels students to reflect on and articulate what they
have learned, how they learned, questions they answered, research they conducted, and areas of strength and struggles.
They are powerful opportunities to make learning public. Dates and times of when each Celebration of Learning will take
place will be advertised in the school newsletter and advised by email.

Homework at SOTS
Why do we believe in homework:
• Parental involvement in a child’s education will increase academic results
• Sets up positive study habits and routines
• Continuity between home and school
• Homework is not compulsory, it’s an expectation

Homework must include:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Reading
Maths
Spelling
Sight words (Prep – Year 2)
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Homework organisation:
• Homework will go out on a Tuesday
• Homework needs to be returned each Monday
• Homework needs to be marked/acknowledged by the teacher each week
How will we manage homework:
Parents need to notify the teacher if homework has not been handed in for any reason, otherwise:
• Teachers to send email to parents if homework is not handed in
• Positive Reward – for students who hand in homework (teacher/class to decide on reward)

ALI (Assigned Learning iPad) Program: Years 4, 5 & 6
In 2021, we welcomed our Year 4 students to the Star of the Sea ALi Program. This program was introduced in 2019 and
enables each student in years 4 - 6 to have access to a school managed iPad device, supporting a 1:1 program.
The ALi program aligns to our School’s Digital Strategy, that supports the implementation of contemporary practices in
all classrooms, and the delivery of technology outcomes through the curriculum. A priority in our Digital Strategy
planning:
•
•
•
•

has been to develop a technology platform at Star of the Sea School that is affordable, sustainable and reliable.
is to optimise the use of digital systems and services to support engagement, progress and achievement for all
students, in all areas of the curriculum.
is to ensure appropriate resourcing across our school that supports teaching and learning practices.
is to deliver technology outcomes as mandated in the Australian Curriculum.

1. What is the ALi program?
The ALi program:
• is an acronym that reflects that the program offers an Assigned Learning iPad (ALi) to each student in years 4-6.
• enables students in years 4 -6 to have 1:1 access to a school managed iPad for the purposes of learning, both
inside and beyond the classroom.
• complements the Australian Curriculum by providing appropriate digital learning tools in balance with
traditional learning tools.
• provides every student and teacher access to his or her own device in a wireless internet environment,
supporting differentiation and enabling highly personalised instruction.
• increases the teacher’s pedagogical capacity by ‘adding tools to the toolkit’ - it does not replace the teacher.
• is a compulsory program at Star of the Sea School.
2. Why the ALi program?
(a) Curriculum: The Australian Curriculum Information Communication Technology (ICT) General Capabilities
Learning Continuum requires the development and application of specific skills from Prep–Year 6. This requires
access to reliable and relevant digital learning tools. Information regarding these capabilities can be accessed via
the link: AC ICT Learning Continuum Prep to Year 6
Further information about the General Capabilities can be accessed via the link: Australian Curriculum ICT
Additionally, it is mandatory for all schools to access NAPLAN testing within an online environment from 2020.
To maximise student access to the NAPLAN test, our students are to have opportunities to develop and apply the
appropriate skills; this must be supported with reliable and relevant digital tools, and teaching practices.
(b) Personal learning: The 1:1 environment creates new learning and teaching possibilities.
(c) Engage students: This technology enhances student’s engagement in learning.
(d) Collaboration: Extends collaboration opportunities with teachers, peers, local and global communities.
(e) Anywhere Anytime Learning: Relevant and accessible technology to connect and deepen learning.
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3. What does the ALi Program look like for students?
Key points are outlined below, however, please refer to the attached guidelines:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Each student will be assigned a school managed, personal learning iPad (1:1 device).
Each device is school managed (refer to Question 6).
Security and Usage: Details regarding security and usage are included in the guidelines/agreements attached.
ALi is a 3-year program commencing for students in Year 4 (i.e. years 4-6).
Each iPad has a 3-year Applecare+ Warranty. Warranty information (including loss, theft and accidental damage)
is contained in the attached guidelines.
Students have use of their assigned iPad whilst enrolled in the school.
At the end of the program, the device becomes the property of the student (refer to attached guidelines and
Section 5 Question 9).
iPads remain at school for the majority of Term 1, 2022.
‘Boot Camp/s’:
− Students will participate in a series of compulsory ‘Boot Camps’ from Term 1, Week 3, to ensure they can
manage their device and are aware of the responsibilities and expectations regarding Digital Citizenship.
− Parents/Guardians will be required to participate in a compulsory ‘Boot Camp’ session with their child
prior to the iPad device being taken home (during Term 1, Week 4).
− Relevant ICT User Agreements and Consents will be outlined and signed by students/parents during ‘Boot
Camp’ sessions.

4. What does a School Managed Device look like?
•
•

•
•
•

•

All software is installed and managed by the school via the BCE Airwatch program and at the School’s expense.
School provides technical support and ‘Hot Swap’ devices:
− A Hot Swap device is a school device provided to a student during warranty claims or issues requiring
technician support.
− All technical issues and warranty claims (including loss, theft and accidental damage) are to be reported
as soon as possible to the class teacher or Principal and are managed by the school.
Student’s online files will be stored on their personal one drive account and accessible through the BCE School
Portal. This portal can be logged in on any device using student credentials. This is different to the Parent Portal.
Students are not required to have and will not use an Apple ID on this device.
Students will be able to access Word, PowerPoint etc. via the use of apps which will then connect them back to
the student portal and their individual Office 365 suite of tools including Class Teams/Groups and Notebook
which we use as a LMS (Learning Management System).
The device is for the use of the student for learning only and is not to be used for any other purpose, or by any

other individual, either at school or home.
5. What are the costs of the ALi program?
The costs for the ALI program will appear on the school fees termly for the years outlined below:
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ALi Program levies for the 2022 school year is to be advised.
Below is the current 2021 levy.

If my child leaves the school earlier than the payment plan duration, the iPad device is to be returned to the school
without further cost to the Parent/Guardian. Depending on the status of the payment plan, the iPad may be negotiated
for sale to the family.
6. What iPad device will be used for the ALi program?
After extensive research and consultation, our school will be using the iPad device, bluetooth keyboard and protective
case as outlined below:
•
•

Apple iPad (7thGen) 10.2−Inch Wi−Fi 32GB − Space Grey
o To read more about the iPad Gen 7 access the link below:
▪ https://www.apple.com/au/shop/buy-ipad/ipad-10-2/32gb-space-grey-wifi
Logitech Rugged Folio Case with Keyboard for 7th Gen iPad with Apple Pen Holder (Recommended for primary
years - iPad detaches from keyboard).
o Further details re the case and keyboard can be located via:
▪ https://www.logitech.com/en-au/product/rugged-folio

7. What happens when my child leaves the school?
•
•
•

Students have use of the iPad whilst they are enrolled at Star of the Sea School.
At the end of the agreement, the iPad will remain the property of Star of the Sea School and must be returned
to the school. At this time, the school will arrange for the devices to be reimaged, removing unlicensed software.
At the conclusion of reimaging processes, and assuming payment of all school fees and levies has been made,
the iPad will be returned to the student with no additional costs.
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8. What is the timeline for implementation/support of the ALi program: Student / Parent Bootcamps?
It is expected that Year 4 students will spend Term 1 learning how to navigate the iPad and its features, ensuring that
learning at home can happen independently. Being a Digital Citizen requires students to understand expectations for use,
and responsible and safe online practices, to support them in using the device at home.
Additionally, students and parents will be required to participate in compulsory ‘boot camp’ sessions to support
understanding of expectations and complete relevant consents/agreements.

Details regarding RSVP requirements, specific dates/times will be shared in the week prior to the
commencement of the 2021 school year.

How are Digital Technologies supported in Prep – Year 3?
•
•
•
•
•

Students will have access to shared devices in the Prep–Year 3 Learning Areas to support the development and
application of AC ICT General Capabilities.
A number of new iPad devices have been purchased and allocated to the Year 2 & 3 Learning Areas.
iPad devices have been reallocated from Years 4 – 6 to the early years’ classrooms.
A variety of iPad models are accessible including: Gen 6, Gen 4 and iPad Air.
Costs of the program are included in a Technology Levy that supports infrastructure, network access and
maintenance are outlined on the Star of the Sea School Fees Schedule (accessible via the SOTS public website).

Discover: Specialist Programs at SOTS
Specialist Lessons in 2020: STEM, Music, PE and LOTE Japanese
In 2020, our school will provide specialist lessons in the areas of:
• Physical Education (Prep – Year 6)
• Music (Prep – Year 6)
• STEM (Science Technology Engineering Maths) and Enrichment
• LOTE Japanese (Years 3-6).

Music: Music will be offered by a specialist teacher, Miss Rebecca Newman, to all students from Prep – Year 6. Students
will attend weekly lessons.

STEM (Science Technology Engineering Maths) and Enrichment:
All students from Prep – Year 6 will participate in weekly specialist STEM lessons that are also connected to classroom
programs. Enrichment opportunities will also be timetabled and offered for identified groups of students that will
connect to STEM through an enrichment program.
STEM stands for Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics
STEM capabilities will play a major role in future job opportunities, so we need
to encourage and develop our student’s STEM skills now.
STEM is a pathway for students to inquire, innovate, wonder, plan, trial, design,
create and more. Watch this space for more information in the coming weeks
as to how Star of the Sea plan to create a ‘Maker Space’ which will allow our
students the opportunity to build prototypes for the future.

LOTE Japanese: LOTE Japanese will be offered by specialist teacher, Ms Amy Flynn. In 2020, LOTE will be extended to
included weekly lessons for students from Years 3-6.

Please note - User Pay Instrumental Music Program: This program will be offered to those families wishing to access
this as a user-pay program. Creative Kids will still be the provider of this program.
Specialist offerings have been developed to align with the Australian Curriculum and aim to enrich learning for all students
through offering an opportunity to engage in physical activity, science, maths, digital technologies and cultural offerings
through language and music experiences.
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Physical Activity and Sporting Programs
At Star of The Sea, students develop a range of movement skills through the learning of specific fundamental movements,
sports and participation in exercise programs.
At Star of the Sea, we have three colour houses: Barinya, Elandra and Iluka. Students participate for their house in Cross
Country in Term 2, Athletics in Term 3 and Swimming Term 4.
Star of the Sea is in the Met East Region for representative sport and students have the opportunity to trial in any sport
for Bayside District teams.
Star of the Sea has a close affiliation with other Catholic Schools in the Bayside area, as a result of this, we participate in
Inter-school competitions such as: Swimming Carnivals, Athletics Carnivals, Cross Country Carnivals and Inter-school Sport
Days.
Bayside Catholic Inter-School Carnivals:
Swimming (Term 4)
Athletics (Term 3)
Cross Country (Term 2)

Gala Sports Days:
2 x Days in Term 2
2 x Days in Term 3

House Name
BARINYA

House Meaning
Star

House Colour
Yellow

ELANDRA

Home by the Sea

Red

ILUKA

Near the Sea

Blue

Extracurricular Activities
Star of the Sea School Choir
Star of the Sea School has two award-winning choirs that are involved in numerous eisteddfods, competitions,
presentations and performances throughout the school year.
Our Junior Choir and Senior Choir are very popular with all students and have experienced great success when competing
in local eisteddfods.
The students in these choirs practice weekly before school, and are conducted by our school Specialist Music Teacher

Touch Football
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Discover Our Daily Routines
Our Daily Routines
School Hours
Formal Supervision Begins
School / classes begin

8:20am
8:45 am

Student supervision begins (seated)
Student supervision (play)

8:20am
8:30am

Morning Session: Classes Begin

8:45am

Lunch - Eating Time (Prep – Year 3
Lunch - Play Break (Year 4 - 6)
Lunch – Eating Time (Year 4 – 6)
Lunch – Play Break (Prep - 3)
Lunch Ends

10:45am
10:45am
11.05 am
11:05 am
11.25 am

Meditation / Middle Session: Classes Begin

11:25am

Afternoon Tea Eat (Prep – Year 3)
Afternoon Tea Play (Year 4 – 6)
Afternoon Tea Play (Prep – 3)
Afternoon Tea Eat (Year 4 – 6)
Afternoon Tea Ends

1:25pm
1:25pm
1:35pm
1.35pm
1:45pm

Afternoon Session: Classes begin

1:45pm

Dismissal

3:00pm

Supervision until 3:20pm in drive through

Before and After School Supervision
At Star of the Sea Primary School, supervision commences at 8:20am and concludes at 3:20pm. Supporting the safety
and wellbeing of all children is a priority and we offer an Out of Hours School Care service on site for parents requiring
supervision of their children outside of these times.
Our before and after school routines and procedures are for all students and families and your support is appreciated to
support the safety and well-being of your children.

Before School
Supervision starts in the Spine Area outside the Year 1 Learning Area at 8:20am. All children must remain seated on the
silver seating in this area until the play bell at 8:30am where students move to the designated play areas outlined below:
• Prep – Year 3 (Adventure Playground)
• Years 4 - 6
(Oval)

No student/s are to be at school prior to 8:20am
Parents are encouraged to gather and enjoy the opportunity before school to speak with teachers and other parents,
however, your support is required in observing expectations for supervision with your child/ren directed to either the
seating or play areas.
When the bell rings at 8:45am, students are to move to their learning areas and line up outside their home group room
with their class teacher.
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•

•
•
•

Supervision commences from 8:20am each school day. Upon arrival, children are expected to be seated, with
their hats, outside the year 1 learning area with the duty teacher.
o Children are directed to their play areas, either the Oval (Years 3-6) or the Adventure Playground (Prep
– Year 2) from 8:30am.
o No student should be playing in the spine, waiting outside learning areas of in any other area before
school other than those outlined above.
Any student/s at school prior to this time must be supervised by their parent/guardian and are to remain
seated with them until such time as duty commences at 8:20am
OR
Should student/s require care prior to 8:20am, this can occur by accessing the SOTS Before School Care service.
This is a wonderful service and is offered to support families to ensure that your child/ren are supervised.

After School Supervision
Students are to move directly to the pick-up area for supervision and wait for collection. Car pick-up area is the only
supervised area after 3pm until 3:20pm.
o No student/s are to be playing in the spine or other area when waiting for parents to collect them.
o No student/s are to wait for pick up at either of the entrances in Queen Street as these are not areas of
supervisions.
o Supervision after school is in the area outside the office from 3pm until 3.20 pm. From time to time,
I recognise that you may be slightly delayed, if you know that you will be arriving after this time, please
call the school office as a courtesy to advise of this.
• If arriving after 3:20pm is a frequent occurrence, you are asked to access Outside Hours School Care.
Parents will need to sign their child/ren out from the office if collected after 3:20pm
• I recognise that some parents collect their children in the spine. However, please remind your child, that if you
have been delayed and are not in the normal area where you wait for them, then they are to move to the pickup area outside the office immediately. This supports us to ensure that your child is safe.

Late Arrival / Early Departure
If students arrive after the 8:45am bell, we ask the parent to go directly to the school office. The parent will be asked to
sign the student in via the online ALLE (Arrive Late Leave Early) system at the front office.
When a student leaves early, the parent is asked to go into the office to sign the student out via the ALLE system. The
office will phone the students learning area and ask for them to make their way to the office for collection. Parents do
not collect their children from their classroom.

Pick-up and Drop-off
Our pick-up and drop-off zone is located outside the main administration building with access via Longland Street.
There are 4 car spaces parallel to the Administration Building that are available for use for student drop off and pick up
from 8:20am to 8:45am each morning and 2:45pm to 3:20pm each afternoon. Please note the signage and do not park
in these spaces during these times. During the designated times, you must remain in your vehicle.
To support the pick-up zone to operate efficiently and safely, please note that:
•
•
•
•
•
•

All students are required to sit quietly in this area whilst they are waiting to be picked up.
Students must come directly to this area to avoid congestion in the car line as we attempt to locate those students
not in the area.
The pick-up area does become congested for a short time each afternoon.
We ask all families to be aware of the need to keep the ‘walk way’ between the garden wall and where the
children are seated clear, and move through this area as soon as possible when entering/exiting the school to
avoid congestion.
Technology devices (e.g. iPad) and eating are not permitted in this area.
Please monitor your speed as you enter and exit the car park/drop off and be patient as we work to ensure that
all our students safely access their vehicles.
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For our students’ safety and ease of drop-off and pick-up we have a few rules that must be adhered to;
• Do not park on the nature strip in Longland Street or Queen Street. If you are caught by a Council parking
officer it is a $50 on the spot fine
• Do not park in Passage Street where a crossover has been constructed.
• If you park in the main car park before school and after school, be aware that once the drop off and pick up
zone is running, you will find it difficult to get out.
• There is plenty of parking in the side streets on the other side of Passage Street.
• Parents do not get out of their cars during pick up and drop off. Staff will help your child into the car.
• Please do not enter the car park until the bell has rung at 3:00pm. The drive through is totally ineffective if you
are waiting for your children who have not even entered the pick-up area.
• If your child is not at the pick-up area, you will be sent to do the loop.
Prep students will be escorted by staff to the collection area outside of the school office each afternoon for pick up by
parents in person or through the drive through procedure.

Absent from School
In the event of a child being unable to attend school, please enter their absence by the following method:
• Parent Portal – PREFERRED
• Via email to pcleveland@bne.catholic.edu.au
• Phone call to the office (07) 3286 2377

Animals
Due to safety and student protection, animals are not permitted on the school grounds unless they are an authorised
service dog.

Assemblies
Whole school assemblies are held every second Friday morning commencing at 9:15am. Parents and caregivers are most
welcome to attend. The PCG co-ordinates refreshments (tea and coffee) from the tuckshop from 8:45am prior to
assembly.
Our Year 6 student leaders lead our weekly assembly.
• Even weeks of term: Regular Assembly
• Odd weeks of term: Prayer Assembly (Opening Prayer to be led by a PC or Year Level Group)

Bicycles in School Grounds
Bike racks are located behind the Year5/6 learning block. It is a parental responsibility to ensure that children are capable
riders and are very familiar with road safety. Bikes and scooters are to be walked in and out of the school grounds.
Helmets are compulsory wearing in the state of Queensland. The school will take no responsibility for damage or theft of
bikes.

Book Club
Parents may order children’s books from Scholastics Book Club. Children will receive an order from each month. If you
wish to order any books all orders are completed on-line in the Book Club Loop for parents. This is available as an App
through the App Store. No money/orders are accepted in the office.

Birthday Celebrations
If parents wish for their children to celebrate birthdays with classmates at school, they are requested to comply with the
following:
• Small cupcakes for each class member, or
• Water ice blocks for each class member

Buddy System
Our Prep students will be partnered with students from Year Six. This buddy relationship continues throughout the year
with regular activities to foster a support network for younger students.
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Complaints Processes
Students, parents and guardians have a right to voice complaints and these are resolved promptly and at the point of
receipt, where possible. Our school follows the BCE Complaints management processes and this process supports our
school to maintain a consistent approach to managing complaints. The Complaints Management information inclusive
of policy, processes and relevant fact sheets are accessible on the SOTS Parent Portal and SOTS Public Website.

Duty of Care
Star of the Sea has legal, moral and social obligations to care for the safety and well-being of your child while he/she is in
our care. Legally, all staff members are required to act with common sense and a responsible approach which endeavours
to protect your child’s safety. Our staff members take this very seriously and we ask that parents and visitors to the school
follow procedures to help staff ensure the safety of the children.

Electronic Devices
Many students own valuable, portable electronic devices. These devices are not necessary at school and we
ask that parents ensure such items are not brought to school as they are expensive, can be easily lost or broken
and distract students from learning.
Devices (eg watches) that can be used to access the internet, apps, games and cameras are not to be brought to school.
We do encourage students to wear watches that are suitable for school use and do not distract students from their
learning.

Excursions and Incursions
Staff wishing to organize an excursion or incursion should refer to the excursion checklist available on the staff portal.

Emergency and Evacuation Procedures (Including Critical Incident Management)
Evacuation and lock down procedures are in place in accordance with BCE WHS Policy and Procedures. School procedures
are revised and implemented at the beginning of each school year. Full school evacuation and lock down drills occur
each term so that students and staff are always well prepared in case of an emergency.
All staff are to complete the mandatory WHS training courses and be aware of emergency and evacuation procedures
including Critical Incident Management Procedures. Fire and Lock Down Drills will be practised once per term.
Emergency and evacuation posters and procedures (fire, lock down) are contained in each learning area. Refer to staff
portal for detailed information regarding emergency, evacuation and CIM procedures.

Infectious Diseases
Children suffering from infectious diseases must be excluded from school for varying lengths of time. Listed below are
recommended minimum exclusion periods from school children or staff with or exposed to infectious diseases based on
the Queensland Health Guidelines.

Condition
Chickenpox
Conjunctivitis
Diarrhoea/Vomiting
Impetigo (school sores)
Measles / German Measles (rubella)
Pediculosis (head lice)
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Exclusion
Sufferers should be excluded for at least 7 days after the
beginning of the illness and until the last lesion has healed.
Exclude until discharge from eyes has ceased.
Sufferers are to be excluded for 24 hours from the onset of the
condition
Exclude until appropriate treatment has commenced. Sores on
exposed surfaces must be covered with a watertight dressing.
Exclude until fully recovered or for at least four days after the
onset of rash.
Exclusion is not necessary if effective treatment is commenced
prior to the next days attendance
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Library – The Lighthouse
Star of the Sea School library, or the ‘Lighthouse’ is a communal space were children are always welcome. Our large
collection of books and resources call the ‘Lighthouse’ home.
Teachers will organise a library time each week for their class to exchange books. It is a requirement that students use a
library satchel to keep their school library books in good condition and make them easier to find.

Lunches
We do not have a tuckshop at the school. Children are required to bring a healthy lunch to school each day. We encourage
frequent drinks of water and children are encouraged to bring a drink bottle.
Please ensure your child can open and close lunch boxes. Tins of food (e.g. spaghetti, tuna or fruit) are not to be brought
to school. Please decant into a plastic container. We have a NUDIE approach to lunchboxes. All scrapes (excluding those
that are suitable for composting), plastic and paper are to be taken home in lunchboxes.
Each Friday we offer an alternate menu of SAUSAGE, SUSHI or PIZZA. This is ordered online via the ‘Qkr’ app. The cut-off
for ordering is on Wednesdays for a Friday lunch. The PCG review the lunch options annually.

Medication
Following Workplace, Health & Safety guidelines all medication must be clearly labelled with a pharmacy label with the
student’s name and in the original packaging and be delivered to our school office. The parent or guardian is asked to
complete the Medical Authority Form to allow the administration of medication each year.
If there are severe or extenuating circumstances related to storage of medication, alternative arrangements are to be
made in consultation with the school Principal.

Mobile phones
The school recognises that many students may be required to carry mobile phones to contact parents after school.
However, we ask that the mobile phone is named and handed into the class teacher at the beginning of each day. This
ensures safety of equipment and allows students to focus on their learning.

Office Hours
The administration school office is open from 8.00am – 3.30pm Monday to Friday.

Outside School Hours
Before and after school care is available at Star of the Sea School. This service is provided by Centacare Child Care
Services. Outside School Hours Care operates on the school site and is located next to the year one learning area. Please
contact the OSHC Co-ordinator, Kelli M on 0477 551 066 or email clevelandohsc@bne.centacare.net.au

Punctuality
It is important for you and your child that your child arrives to school in time for the start of day routines at 8:45am each
day. This will ensure that your child is settled and ready to commence the day.

Pastoral Care Groups
Students are allocated a Pastoral Care Groups (PC Groups) within year levels. Each PC group has a class teacher. The
structure of the PC group aims to support:
• Parent communication: Directly to your child’s PC teacher. If communicating via email, you will still use the year
level email, however, you will be able to address this in your email to your child’s PC teacher.
• Knowledge of students: Each PC teacher will have an intimate knowledge of your child in all areas.
• Use of the learning area ‘space’: Reduced movement and limiting noise in the learning area. Doors to the learning
areas will be closed/opened to maximize engagement, routine and overall learning and teaching.
• Review of routines to further support student engagement: The introduction of PC groups coincides with our
school review of literacy practices and routines and the use of classroom ‘space’ within the learning areas.
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•
•
•
•

Behaviour support: The PC groupings support smaller groupings of students at key transition times during the
school day as well as one teacher to communicate/support behaviour inside and outside of the learning area.
Reporting and interviews: Preparation of reports and interviews will occur with your child’s PC teacher. This will
enable one teacher to gather and share a depth of knowledge on your child as a learner in all areas.
Relational: PC Groups aim to provide each child with a personal connection and belonging to a smaller class
grouping and with their PC Teacher. Additionally, for parents to develop this connection with their child’s PC
Teacher as well.
Naming of PC Groups: Each PC Group will be named as exampled - PC (Year level) (either A or B) e.g. PC Prep A

School Review
At SOTS, we are continually seeking ways to engage and motivate all students, and to provide targeted learning and
teaching opportunities. Supporting continuous improvement, requires an understanding of our existing school practices,
combined with a plan for collaborative investigation, that focuses on seeking ways to maximise educational outcomes
and grow a culture of improvement.
Our school review process aligns to the Brisbane Catholic Education’s School Improvement Cycle with our school
participating in this review every five years, our next review scheduled in 2026. This process of review can be thought
of as a way of supporting the continuous learning of our school.
Included in this process of review and reflection, is information and data gathering, observations of classroom learning
spaces and conversations with students, staff, parents and parish representatives. BCE’s School Improvement Framework
aims to support all schools on their individual journey to grow and progress. The Australian Council for Educational
Research (ACER) National School Improvement Tool (NSIT) is at the heart of the School Improvement Framework. This
framework is designed to guide our review and reflection processes.

Smoking
Star of the Sea School is a smoke-free environment and therefore, smoking is not permitted on any part of the school
grounds at any time.

Staff Meetings / Briefing Session:
Briefing Session: Each Monday morning at 8:30am, all staff are to gather in the staff room for a briefing of key activities,
messages etc for the week. This briefing is led by Leadership and is an opportunity for information sharing only.
Staff Meetings: Staff meetings are scheduled each Tuesday afternoon commencing at 3:15pm. These are professional
learning zones and a schedule of topics for the term is distributed for each term. The PLL coordinates the agenda and
items can be emailed for inclusion. The agenda is distributed prior to the meeting.

Toys
Toys and special items can often get lost or broken at school and can cause distractions from learning. We ask for your
support in ensuring that these are left safely at home as it does save disappointment and tears. From time to time, special
items may be brought along for sharing and it is important that these are left with the teacher in a designated area.
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Uniform
Every item must be clearly named
Prep School Sports Uniform (Monday to Friday)
-

blue shorts
red, blue, yellow polo shirt
red socks
black shoes with Velcro fasteners
(No buckles or Mary-Jane girls shoes)
school hat

* Years 1-6 School Sports Uniform (Thursday & Friday)
−
−
−
−
−

blue shorts
red, blue, yellow polo shirt
red socks
black shoes (No buckles or Mary-Jane girls shoes)
school hat

* Years 1-6 School Formal Uniform Monday, Tuesday & Wednesday)
−
−
−
−
−

red button through shirt
navy culottes (girls), shorts (boys)
red socks
black shoes (No buckles or Mary Jane girls shoes)
school hat

Uniform Guidelines
We are all proud of our school at SOTS. The most obvious way we can show our pride in our school is the way that we
wear our school uniform. When we wear our uniform correctly it instils pride in our school and in our selves. We are
fortunate at SOTS to have a fine uniform and it is expected that our children and families support the proud wearing of
it.
Below are important guidelines to ensure that our uniform is worn consistently by all in our community:
• Religious medals and crosses may be worn. No other jewellery is to be worn with the school uniform except for
watches and plain studs or small sleepers in pierced ears.
• No nail polish is to be worn with the school uniform.
• Shoulder length or longer hair is to be neatly tied back.
• Haircuts must be neat in appearance without excessive colours, shaving or designs (e.g. no bright colours,
extensions, tracks, top knots, or rats-tails).
• Hair accessories are to be of a reasonable size and simplistic in design (e.g. headbands, ribbons, scrunchies) and
must be in school colours – red, blue, yellow and/or white.
• During all outdoor activities regulation school hats are to be worn. Children will not be allowed to play outdoors
if they do not wear their school hat.
• Shoes must be all black, leather, laceup or Velcro only.
No coloured logos etc are to be on the shoes (eg
coloured emblems).
• No coloured soles, skate style or slip on shoes are to be worn.
• Children essentially need one pair of shoes and that is sensible, lace-up or velcro all black joggers or all
black sandshoes. These shoes can be worn for the five school days. No buckled shoes or Mary-Jane style
shoes are allowed.
• The Red school bag with logo is compulsory.
• The red student satchel (individually named) is compulsory
• If a child is not in full, correct uniform, parents are asked to notify the child’s teacher or the Principal as to the
reason by note, by telephone or in person.
• If a child is persistently out of uniform, a uniform note will be sent home with the child citing the aspect of the
uniform that requires attention.
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Uniform Shop
The Uniform Shop is located near the Adventure Playground area and is open Monday from 8:00 am – 9.30 am.
This is operated by The School Locker and provides on-line ordering to our parent community. Details can be accessed
via the Parent Portal.

Day One at Star of the Sea School
Needed for Day One
•
School Bag - named with distinguishing keyring
•
School Hat - named
•
Lunch Box including fruit for munch and crunch - named
•
Drink Bottle - named
•
Red Satchel (daily) – new students will receive in class!
Prep and Year 1
All resource equipment ie. pencils, crayons, paper etc will be supplied. No pencil cases or scrapbooks will be required
from home.
Year 2, 3, 4, 5, & 6
Please come with a fully stocked pencil case with the following NAMED items;
• 6 lead pencils
• 2 rubbers
• 2 sharpeners
• 12 coloured pencils (1 packet)
• 12 textas (1 packet)
• 2 glue sticks
• 1 ruler
• 1 pair scissors
The pencil case must be able to fit inside a tidy box. Novelty items are NOT to be brought to school

Visitors and Volunteers
Volunteers, Visitors and Parent Helpers who are working or visiting our school must sign in and out of the Visitors Register
Book located in the front office. As student safety is paramount and in response to the Queensland Legislative
requirements regarding Student Protection and Volunteer Training it is compulsory that the proper training is undertaken
by all volunteers including Parents.
All parents and community members participating at the school in a volunteer capacity are required to complete student
protection online training and familiarise themselves with the Volunteer Code of Conduct.
Please click the link below to access and complete the mandatory online training.
Student and Code of Conduct Training for Volunteers

Further information can be obtained by contacting the school office.
Do I require a Blue Card to volunteer at Star of the Sea School? Please download the fact sheet to answer this

question and for further information about working with children.
Information Sheet for Schools Blue Card System
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Parent Community Group (PCG)
Participation in the PCG is strongly encouraged. PCG meetings are held on the first Monday of each month in the Staff
Room at 6:30pm. All parents are welcome to attend. In our school feeds.

Class Parent Representatives
At Star of the Sea we value every effort to make all members of our community feel welcome and special. One way in
which we endeavour to do this is through or Parent Rep program. This is important support for parents, especially those
new to the school community
The role of a CPR involves being the first port of call for parents in your year level.
It involves –
• Liaising with other CPRs
• Liaising with class teachers and members of the Leadership team
• Co-ordinating your year level social event – such as the disco
• Co-ordinating pastoral care – such as frozen meals etc for families in need
• Organising morning tea after class liturgies
• Promoting school events
• Organising volunteers when needed
• Organising play dates for year level families
• Organising a night out for Mums or Dads
• Organising staff gifts at the end of the year or for special occasions

Enrolment
Star of the Sea Catholic Primary School is a faith community that exists to educate young people through the teaching
and learning of Gospel values. Star of the Sea Catholic Primary School draws its enrolment of students from Cleveland,
Ormiston, North Stradbroke Island and a sizeable part of Thornlands bounded by Boundary road.
Enrolment policies will be in place that will, as far as possible, not reduce numbers at the Catholic Primary Schools located
at Birkdale, Alexandra Hills and Capalaba schools but lessen pressure on Victoria Point, which will concentrate more on
the region south of the Thornlands boundary line to address future growth in that area. Our Enrolment Policy can be
found on our School Website.

Discover Behaviour Learning
At Star of the Sea, our aim is to create a welcoming and caring environment in which all members of the school community
respect and uphold the dignity of each person.
Our School Behaviour Support Plan supports our approach to behaviour learning at Star of the Sea. This document
is reviewed every two years, aligns to the Positive Behaviour for Learning (PB4L) Framework and is approved by
Brisbane Catholic Education. This plan is available on our SOTS Parent Portal (via Documents), on our Public
Website (as part of student safeguarding resources) and also via the link below:
Star of the Sea School Student Behaviour Support Plan
We acknowledge that each member of our school community has certain basic rights. With these rights come certain
responsibilities. Schools are complicated social systems, but if we expect and trust the fact that we have rights, then
we must also acknowledge that we all have a responsibility to follow a behaviour code that fits with those rights.
We acknowledge the responsibility of parents and teachers to teach appropriate behaviour through a positive
management approach. This involves much praise for demonstrating responsible behaviour and viewing inappropriate
behaviour as an opportunity for learning and practising more appropriate alternatives.
Responsible behaviour will be routinely and consistently acknowledged both in the classrooms and the playground.
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In the event of breaching the Responsible Behaviour Code, consequences shall be determined appropriate to the
student’s age.

Schoolwide Goals
Respect for Self
Respect for Others
Respect for The Environment at Star of the Sea
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Star of the Sea School Goals Sessions
School Goals (display in all learning areas)
1. Respect for Self
2. Respect for Others
3. Respect for the Environment

Week 2
•
•
•
•
•
•

What does respect mean? (Looks like, sounds like, feels like)
Draw a picture illustrating respect
Students identify situations throughout the week where they have observed respect
Students discuss the concept of respect with their parents and relay this discussion to the class group
If ‘respect’ is the answer, what is the question?
Students turn ‘disrespectful’ scenarios into ‘respectful’ ones

Weeks 3 and 4
Respect for Self
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Encompasses understanding feelings, being confident and assertive, learning, healthy diet,
responsibilities, organisation, sun safety, personal safety, being active, correct uniform, independent
problem-solving etc
Looks like, sounds like, feels like
Role plays
Identify feelings – body clues, facial expressions eg when I feel worried I get butterflies in my stomach
and my hands shake
Safety network – 5 people I can talk to if I feel unsafe
‘Feeling Unsafe’ poster – needs to be displayed in all learning areas
Develop a class roster to assist with personal organisation
As a class, identify 5 things students can do before telling the teacher, if there is a problem

Weeks 5, 6 and 7
Respect for Others
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Encompasses interactions with others, safe play, following directions, respect for the learning of others,
tolerance of difference, helping others, including others in activities, body language (friendly face etc),
greeting others around the school
Looks like, sounds like, feels like
Role plays
Students report back to their peers about a situation where they saw respect for others in the playground
Skill Streaming social skills (Prep and Yr 1) available from library
Students look for illustrations in books where people are showing respect for others and discuss. (Prep –
Year 2)
Speech bubbles of ‘respect’ words – can be used in role plays and photo stories
Students identify a situation in the media or historical event where people demonstrated respect for
others (Years 3-6)
Students identify professions where people show respect for others (Years 3-6)
Play ‘Please and Thank you’ card game. (Very easy – see me for details… and cards!)

Weeks 8 and 9
Respect for the Environment
•
•
•

Encompasses personal belongings, school equipment and buildings, playground, gardens, animals in
school grounds
Looks like, sounds like, feels like
Role plays
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•
•
•

Take a walk around the school and identify ways that we show respect for the environment
Designate a particular area to each learning area to maintain and keep clear of rubbish
Designate responsibilities for various jobs in the learning area to various students.

Other ideas
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Invite a visitor to the learning area and students tell them about the school goals – make a presentation.
Students write to students at other schools to find out about their school goals. How are they different /
similar to ours?
Imagine an alien visits the school. What would we need to teach them about our school goals?
Take a tour of the school to see which goals are important in each area. Take photos of students
demonstrating the goals in a variety of areas.
Take photos of the different areas around the school. In groups, students brainstorm the ways they show
respect in each area.
In groups, students create an advertisement promoting one or all of our school goals
Students write our school goals in the first language of their parents or grandparents for display
Students discuss with their parents how our school goals differ from those when their parents or
grandparents were at school

Guidelines for Implementation
At the beginning of each year, all teachers, together with their students, formulate their vision statement, for
their learning area. A reward system is established that enables regular and consistent recognition of responsible
behaviour.
Teachers and students discuss in detail and rehearse the School Goals, as well as what constitutes inappropriate
behaviours and the logical consequences to those behaviours. The “Demonstrating Responsible Behaviour‟
matrix (previous pages) is designed to facilitate this process. The information gathered at this stage is then made
visible in each classroom and in various situations around the school and is communicated to parents.

Schoolwide Response to Appropriate Behaviour
Students who are observed to be following the school goals are praised by the staff member and their names are
written on a raffle ticket. Tickets are placed in the draw for assembly. Three names are drawn each week and
the recipient receives an award from the Principal.
Each class has its own system for responding to positive student behaviour. Such response is based on Brisbane
Catholic Education’s philosophy of 4 positive comments to 1 negative and recognition that students differ in their
need for and response to praise. For example, what may be an everyday behaviour for some students, may be a
significant achievement for another. Also, more discreet praise may be appropriate for particular students.

Responding to Inappropriate Behaviour in the Classroom
The SOTS 5 Step Process is displayed in all learning areas and an example is identified in image 1 below. The steps
include:

Step One: Conversation and support
•
•
•
•
•

Are you trying your best for your learning?
What can I help you with?
Are you speaking calmly?
Do you have your hand up?
Are you sharing with others?

Step Two: Reminder of expectations and the school goal
•
•
•

Remember to show respect for yourself and others
Remember to show respect for the environment
Remember our school goals
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Step Three: Reflection
•
•
•

Sit and reflect in a space in the learning area
Student to be moved to a designated area to work independently or to have a time out
Inform the student that the next step will involve being sent to a buddy class

Step Four: Relocation
•
•
•
•
•

Relocation to another learning area (buddy class)
Student to be sent to a buddy class with reflection sheet along with class activities.
Maximum time to be spent in buddy class is 30 minutes
When returning from buddy class, student/teacher conference is to occur, letting student know it is a
fresh start.
Reflection sheet to be signed by the teacher, student and parent

Step Five: Office (Leadership Support)
•
•
•
•

Student sent to admin/office with reflection sheet to conference with leadership
Minimum of 30 mins withdrawal or until appropriate to re-enter learning environment.
Leadership/Teacher/Student conference prior to re-entering the learning area.
Student may be removed from the learning area/school environment for a longer period, at discretion of
leadership, to ensure continuity of student learning and/or safety of self/others.
Parents will be notified.

Behaviour Support 5 Steps Process: Supporting Framework
•
•
•
•
•

The SOTS 5 steps and supporting policy documents follow Brisbane Catholic Education’s Student
Behaviour Support Policy and Procedures.
The 5 steps process is not linear, it is always an option to move through steps according to the situation
or due to repeated behavioural incidents as deemed appropriate by teachers and the leadership team.
Decision-making to support student behaviour will reflect appropriate consequences based on the nature
of the incident/behaviour. These decisions will be made by the Principal, in consultation with leadership
and relevant staff and as outlined in BCE Student Behaviour Support Policy and Procedures.
A student may be removed from the learning area / school environment at discretion of leadership to
ensure continuity of student learning and/or safety of self/others and parents will be contacted.
If the behaviour is deemed serious and /or involves repeated incidents of serious behaviours then
processes will be implemented at the discretion of leadership as per Brisbane Catholic Education’s
Student Behaviour Support Policy and Procedures.

Reflection Sheet Guidelines/Procedures:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The aim of the reflection sheet is to support students to reflect on behaviour prior to a conference with
the teacher to identify further support strategies.
The reflection sheet is based around the 3 school goals – respect for self, others and the environment.
According to the age and academic ability of the student this may involve the student drawing pictures
or writing a response.
The reflection sheet is to be signed by the teacher and student, a copy will be made by the teacher before
being sent home for parent signature. This is to be returned to school the following day.
The teacher is to explain to the student that it is their responsibility to return the reflection sheet on the
next school day, failure to do this will result in parents being contacted.
Once the reflection sheet is returned to the teacher, it is to be kept in the student’s file in the learning
area.
If a student is repeatedly requiring relocation to another learning area, parents will be contacted and
strategies for supporting behaviour identified.
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Anti-Bullying Policy - Rationale
Star of the Sea community acknowledges that each person has the right to be treated with dignity and to feel
safe and secure within the school environment. To ensure that these rights are further guaranteed, we have
surveyed our parents, staff and students regarding their perceptions of safety and bullying here at Star of the
Sea.
This policy complements existing policies and procedures here at Star of the Sea and addresses the primary issues
raised during the consultation process.
The existing policies and procedures include the following:
Behaviour Management Policy

Protective Behaviours Program

Virtues Program

Watson Rd Behaviour Management

Social Skills Programs

Friendly Kids, Friendly Classrooms

Positive Behaviour for Learning (PB4L)

Kids Matter

What is Bullying?
Bullying occurs when an individual is repeatedly exposed over time to negative actions on the part of one or more
persons.

Bullying involves;
•
•
•
•
•

A desire to hurt
A hurtful action
A power imbalance
An unjust use of power
Repetition of the negative behaviours

We will not tolerate bullying.
We can do something about it.
Remember that every reported incident will be investigated
and it is right for you to tell someone
if you or your friends, are feeling bullied or unsafe
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Star of the Sea Student Referral Process
Our Goals
to nurture and promote the holistic development of each
person.
1. to promote an understanding that no form of bullying is
acceptable.
2. to teach and encourage resilience in all members of
the Star of the Sea community
3. to encourage a supportive network among students,
staff and parents.
4. to regularly reiterate the importance of Protective
5. Behaviour „networks‟ and procedures.
6. to raise awareness and tolerance of the

We will:
•
•
•
•
•

Process for Handling Formal Complaints
*The complainant and the respondent will meet with the
Principal, teacher or delegate. Action will be decided
upon. Documentation will be kept. No further action will
be taken if matter resolved.
*Repeated incidents by the same child/children will
require parent/guardian consultation with the Principal.
Action will be decided upon. Documentation will be kept.
No further action will be taken if matter resolved.
*Individual behaviour modification programs for repeat
offenders will be instigated and monitored.

Display anti-bullying information throughout
*If this is unsuccessful, enrolment may be reviewed.
school.
Promote resilient behaviours regularly at assemblies.
Publicly affirm positive behaviours

Incentives and Rewards
Whole school: Communication from Leadership (Emails, phone calls, postcards, raffle draw)
Complete a Student Referral Form and Individual Learning Plan for any child for whom you have concerns –
academic, social /emotional/behavioural
Student Support Team Meetings comprising Teaching team, parents and leadership team member towards end
of Term 1 focussing on the goals and strategies e.g. individual learning plan
After a period of intervention (approx. 6 weeks) and not progressing, a WRAP meeting will be organized with
teaching team, Snug Harbour team and leadership team.
Observations and assessments completed by ST-IE as required
GC to meet with parents prior to any guidance service. Observations by GC with parental permission
A follow up meeting then with parents and teaching team. Participation in these meetings by Snug Harbour team
and Leadership Team will be organized as necessary.

Some students may meet criteria for verification
The Verification Process involves the collection of information from specialists, teachers and parents.

Verified Students
Students may be verified with a disability under one of the following categories
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Autism Spectrum Disorder
Hearing Impairment
Vision Impairment
Physical Impairment
Intellectual Disability
Social Emotional Disorder
Speech Language Impairment

Once a student is verified an IEP (Individual Education Plan) is completed.
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The IEP is reviewed twice yearly, typically in terms two and four. It focuses on specific and measurable goals for
the student. This involves the Support Team, Teachers, School Officers and Parents.
Teachers with verified students need to be familiar with the current IEP and maintain the plan as articulated in
the student’s IEP goals. Prior to attending IEP meetings, teachers need to demonstrate achievement or nonachievement of previous goals and reasoning to support this, as well as two new intended goals for the
subsequent IEP.

National Consistent Collection of Data (NCCD)
Every year, all schools in Australia participate in the Nationally Consistent Collection of Data on School Students
with Disability (NCCD). The NCCD process requires schools to identify information already available in the school
about supports provided to students with disability. These relate to legislative requirements under the Disability
Discrimination Act 1992 and the Disability Standards for Education 2005, in line with the NCCD guidelines (2019).
Information provided about students to the Australian Government for the NCCD includes:
· year of schooling
· category of disability: physical, cognitive, sensory or social/emotional
· level of adjustment provided: support provided within quality differentiated teaching practice, supplementary,
substantial or extensive.
This information assists schools to:
· formally recognise the supports and adjustments provided to students with disability in schools
· consider how they can strengthen the support of students with disability in schools
· develop shared practices so that they can review their learning programs in order to improve educational
outcomes for students with disability.
The NCCD provides state and federal governments with the information they need to plan more broadly for the
support of students with disability.
The NCCD will have no direct impact on your child and your child will not be involved in any testing process. The
school will provide data to the Australian Government in such a way that no individual student will be able to be
identified – the privacy and confidentiality of all students is ensured. All information is protected by privacy laws
that regulate the collection, storage and disclosure of personal information. To find out more about these
matters, please refer to the Australian Government’s Privacy Policy (https://www.education.gov.au/privacypolicy).
Further information about the NCCD can be found on the NCCD Portal (https://www.nccd.edu.au).

Student Protection
Catholic schools, including Star of the Sea, are committed to ensuring the young people in our schools are safe
and protected from harm. Appropriate and responsive interventions by schools, and especially Catholic schools,
can provide hope to, and foster resilience in students who may be at risk by protecting them from harm and
supporting their healing.
Student protection is integral to learning and teaching. Safety, security and nurture are fundamental human rights
and needs. These rights and needs underpin students’ capacity for learning and maximise potential for personal
development ultimately enhancing their wellbeing and life opportunities.
Star of the Sea Primary School is governed by the official document 'Student Protection Processes Catholic
Education Archdiocese of Brisbane'. This document of processes for Catholic schools administered by Brisbane
Catholic Education has been produced to ensure that appropriate responses are made whenever matters of
student protection concern come to the attention of staff. The processes laid down are intended to ensure that
the steps taken at all levels will result in prompt, professional, sensitive and appropriate action being taken by
Brisbane Catholic Education personnel in schools and at the Brisbane Catholic Education Office.
Student Protection Policy

Our Student Protection Contacts are:
To be confirmed – Principal
Nicholas Cotter – APRE
To be confirmed – Guidance Counsellor
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Complaints Procedure for Non-Compliance with BCE Student
Protection Processes
Brisbane Catholic Education has published a Complaints Procedure for Non-Compliance with BCE Student
Protection Processes. A link to the Complaints Procedure can be found on our school website.
Parents or students may make a complaint via the Record of Complaint about Non-compliance with Brisbane
Catholic Education Student Protection Processes which can be accessed on Brisbane Catholic Education’s public
website
BCE Student, Parent and Guardian Complaints Management Non Compliance with Student Protection

Youth & Child Risk Management Strategy
Star of the Sea Primary School, Cleveland is committed to the safety and wellbeing of all students. Star of the Sea
Primary School, Cleveland respects and values the dignity, self-esteem and integrity of every child and young
person, based on our Christian belief that every person is made in the image of God and children and young
people are entrusted to us by the love of God.
Star of the Sea Primary School Cleveland Child and Youth Risk Management Strategy.pdf

Discover Homework Policy
At Star of the Sea School we believe that homework is an integral part of the child’s personal and educational
development. Homework provides the opportunity to develop appropriate study habits and routines. It is an
important way of sharing class activities and learning with parents.
The school recognises that play and free time is important to all. We respect that family/ sporting and cultural
commitment play an intrinsic formative role in a child’s growth. Our approach to homework is holistic and caters
for the development of the whole child. Star of the Sea Homework Policy

School Fees
Payment Methods
School fees may be paid by BPay, cheque, Direct Debit via Bank Account or Direct Debit via Credit Card (Bankcard,
MasterCard, Visa). EFTPOS facilities are available at the school office. Credit card payment may be made in
person at the school office.
Direct Debit is the school’s preferred payment method. A periodical payment authority is completed to have fees
deducted from a bank account. This facility, lodged with the Archdiocesan Development Fund via the school
office, does not attract bank fees. One deduction, on the 6th of each month, is normally made over the period of
6th February to 6th November. A deduction can also be made on a weekly or fortnightly basis with dates matching
your own pay period.
All bank charges including direct debit rejection fees and collection fees for accounts in arrears will be passed
onto families concerned.

Early Payment Discount
A $50 discount will be granted to parents who pay the full year’s school fees and levies by the 31 st March of the
current school year.
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Unpaid Fees
School Fees are due as indicated on the Statement of Fees and Levies which are emailed to families during the
second week of each term. Unless prior arrangements have been made, all reasonable steps will be taken to
collect unpaid fees. This will include any costs associated with engaging a Debt Collection Agency.

Withdrawal of a Student
When a student is to be withdrawn from Star of the Sea Primary School, parents are required to give a School
Term notice to the Principal, in writing, before the withdrawal date. In the event of such notice not being received,
the Principal shall determine if a partial refund is to be given. Furthermore, any outstanding fees must be paid
prior to leaving the school.

Communication
At SOTS, we are committed to developing close ties between home and school and our communications are
fundamental to fostering this relationship. Our school encourages open communication and there are many
opportunities for this to occur.
The class teacher should always be the initial point of contact in the first instance for information regarding your
child. While we would all agree that one of the best ways for this to occur is via regular, face-to-face conversation
with your child’s class teacher. However, this is not always possible, and we have a number of platforms to
support alternative communications, one of these being email.

Emails
Year level emails we assigned to teachers to use in communication between teachers and parents. This initiative
has been very successful in enhancing the communication between school and home.

Prep - preppclv@bne.catholic.edu.au
Year 1 - year1pclv@bne.catholic.edu.au
Year 2 - year2pclv@bne.catholic.edu.au
Year 3 - year34pclv@bne.catholic.edu.au
Year 5/6 - year56pclv@bne.catholic.edu.au
What is the purpose of year level emails?
Year level email will be used for:
• General messages: From parent to teacher/teacher to parent
• Remember that all important/urgent messages require a phone call to the office.
• Arranging a time for a telephone conversation or interview
• If requesting an interview, a brief outline of the purpose of the meeting is appreciated to enable the
teacher to prepare the relevant information.

How will teacher’s review/respond to year level email?
•
•
•

Year level emails will be accessed by all year level teachers
Teachers will review emails Monday to Friday and respond within 24 hours.
This timeframe for review is in consideration of teacher preparation time for learning and teaching
activities, duty, extracurricular commitments and class responsibilities. Urgent messages are to be
phoned through to the office.

What is year level email not to be used for?
•
•

Urgent messages
Year level email is not to be used for notification of absenteeism. Should a child be absent, this is to be
notified by one of the methods outlined below:
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The pcleveland@bne.catholic.edu.au email will continue to be used for other communications (e.g. PCG
communications, general school inquiries and messages) and also communications to the Principal.

Protocols when using year level emails:
Email is a great way to set up a telephone call, arrange a meeting time or to simply touch base and/or share
general messages/information. From time to time, queries or concerns may arise. We are always willing to work
with you to clarify the concern, follow up and investigate as needed so that we can work together to seek
solutions. Your respectful communication during these times is necessary and appreciated.
These changes to email are occurring in conjunction with a review of our school’s communication policy. This
review is progressing well with the draft review policy to be shared with our school community early in term 3.

Parent Portal
The Parent Portal is our main communication channel to Parents to access information regarding: Events
Calendar, Announcements, Newsletters, Notes, Permission Slips (NEW!), Update Contact, Student and Medical
Details, Absence Reporting, Access to Reports. The PTO system is integrated and is used for booking ParentTeacher interviews.

Twitter
Each Class has their own account and there is the main school account. Twitter is used to showcase some of the
great thing that happen within our classrooms. Updates are LIVE from the classrooms and give a great insight into
some of the amazing activities that are completed in our learning areas.

Facebook
The School Facebook Page Is used as a public promotion channel. It is mainly used to post highlights, some
announcements and general information that promotes the school.

Newsletter
Our newsletter is emailed to all parents every Thursday. This is also available on the parent portal.

BCE Connect
App that is used by BCE schools. Benefit of the BCE connect app are: Receive Emergency Alerts, easily notify the
school of a student Absence, Add anything from the calendar to your personal calendar (NEW!), access to
newsletters, class news, school documents, policies, notes and more!

School Polices
All Star of the Sea School Policies are available from our website and the parent portal. These are the following:
Star of the Sea School Policies
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Anaphylaxis
Enrolment Policy
Homework Policy
ICLT an Internet Acceptable Use Agreement
Religious Education Policy
Responsible Behaviour Policy
Sun Smart Policy
Uniform Policy
Behaviour Support at SOTS
Student Attendance Policy
Student Protection
Complaints Policy and Processes
Privacy
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•

Star of the Sea Primary School
53 Passage Street
CLEVELAND 4163
PO Box 1867
CLEVELAND DC 4163
Ph: 07 3286 2377
Email: pcleveland@bne.catholic.edu.au
www.staroftheseacleveland.qld.edu.au

We have built a nurturing, inclusive and family oriented school
that unites faith, learning and culture in harmony. We strive for
excellence and provide a child centred and innovative curriculum.
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